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Abstract
Objective—To examine the frequency of tobacco advertisements on taxicabs within Boston, Massachusetts (USA).
Design—At seven locations throughout Boston, an observer counted all taxicabs over 30-minute periods in December 1995.
Main outcome measures—Confirmed sightings of taxicabs with cigarette advertisements were recorded with information collected on the cigarette brand and taxicab company.
Results—A total of 314 taxicabs were observed over 210 minutes of observation time, including 127 (40.4%) with cigarette advertisements. Taxicabs with cigarette advertisements were seen once every 1.65 minutes on average, with Marlboro as the most frequently advertised brand (69 of 127 advertisements, 54.3%). Less affluent locations were serviced by greater proportions of taxicabs carrying cigarette advertisements compared with more affluent locations (odds ratio = 2.08, 95% confidence interval = 1.18–3.68).
Conclusions—Taxicabs represent a major form of exposure to cigarette advertising in Boston.

(Tobacco Control 1997;6:128–130)
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Introduction
Tobacco companies spend more than $5 billion per year in advertising their products throughout the United States.1,2 Advertisements frequently target children, women, and minorities.3–8 Cigarette billboards have been shown to be more visible and more common in low-income neighborhoods.9 Among the various forms of tobacco advertising, taxicabs present a uniquely effective vehicle by which tobacco companies can promote their products throughout major metropolitan cities. As noted by Davis and Kendrick,10 the Surgeon General’s warning is impossible to read on a moving cab. Out of 100 cabs with cigarette advertisements viewed from a park bench in New York City, not a single warning message could be read, whereas the brand name and notable imagery could be identified in 100% and 95% of the advertisements, respectively. This is consistent with a study of adolescents’ recall and eye tracking of cigarette advertisements, indicating that only 8% of viewing time is devoted to the warning message.10 The cigarette advertisements atop taxicabs stand out in a line of traffic and can be seen from a distance.

Exposure to cigarette advertising on taxicabs has never been subjected to any formal research methodology. The measurement of cigarette advertisements on taxicabs, like those done for billboards and magazines, is a highly useful environmental indicator for community risk factor assessments.11 In our study, we examined the frequency of tobacco advertisements on taxicabs within Boston, Massachusetts.

Methods
Seven locations for exposure measurements were selected throughout the city based on traffic volume, geographic diversity, and convenience. These locations represent a small share of total traffic volume in Boston, recognising the difficulty in quantifying traffic patterns and pervasiveness at a single point in time, regardless of the sampling frame. Five locations included the main entrance of Massachusetts General Hospital, two different major downtown shopping and business districts at Downtown Crossing and the Back Bay, the central campus of Boston University, and a large supermarket in a residential section of Boston. The final two locations were in Roxbury, a proportionally less affluent and predominantly black neighbourhood of Boston. These locations included Madison High School and a street corner at Franklin Square.

For each location, a single observer stood on the sidewalk (pavement) near the street where passing vehicles could be readily identified. Taxicabs passing the observer were tallied over a 30-minute period. Only confirmed sightings of taxicabs and their advertisements were recorded. Standing cabs—that is, parked along the street waiting for a customer—were counted only if they were visible to the observer. Additional information on the cigarette brand (Marlboro, Kool, Camel, Newport, Parliament, Merit, or Carlton) and taxicab company was gathered.

All data were collected on a single weekday between 10 am and 4 pm in December 1995 as a compromise between the rush hour and non-rush hour periods, for a conservative estimate of cigarette advertising exposure.

Descriptive statistics were collected on the number of taxicabs and the proportion of cabs carrying tobacco advertisements, and the brands advertised. We used Fisher’s Exact χ² statistic to compare the proportions of cabs with particular cigarette brands in more vs less affluent locations, also computing odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Table 1  Cigarette advertising on taxicabs in Boston, Massachusetts for a 30-minute period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Total number of cabs</th>
<th>Cabs with cigarette advertising n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5 (21.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Crossing shopping district</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12 (48.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Bay commercial/business district</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>36 (40.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston University central campus</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>18 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Market</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>23 (44.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison High School</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17 (58.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin Square</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16 (51.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>127 (40.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Table 1 lists the seven locations selected for the study and the numbers and percentages of taxicabs with cigarette advertisements. Overall, 127 taxicabs with cigarette advertising were sighted during 210 minutes of observation time. This is equivalent to a taxicab with cigarette advertising potentially being seen by a stationary individual once every 1.65 minutes. Proportionally more of the taxis in less affluent sites (33 of 60 taxicabs, 55%) had cigarette advertisements compared with taxis in more affluent sites (94 of 354, 37%).

Marlboro was by far the most frequently advertised cigarette brand on taxicabs, comprising 54% (69 of 127) of all cigarette advertisements. This is equivalent to a Marlboro advertisement being seen on a taxicab once every three minutes. At all seven locations, Marlboro was the most frequent brand and was twice as common as the second most frequent brand at six of seven locations. Other brands advertised included Kool (17 taxicabs, 13.4% of all taxicabs with tobacco advertisements), Camel (12, 9.4%), Newport (11, 8.7%), Parliament (11, 8.7%), Carlton (5, 3.9%), and Merit (2, 1.6%).

Sixteen different taxicab companies displayed cigarette advertisements. Six taxicab companies were responsible for 89.8% (114 of 127) of all advertisements, with three taxicab companies accounting for nearly three-quarters of all cigarette advertising, with 35.4%, 20.5%, and 16.5% shares, respectively. Not all taxicabs from a single company carried cigarette advertising. Companies also did not exclusively advertise particular brands of cigarettes.

Table 2 compares taxicabs seen in the five more affluent locations in Boston with the two less affluent areas of Boston. More total taxicabs were seen per minute in highly affluent locations (1.69 taxis/minute) compared with less affluent locations (1.00 taxis/minute). Ninety-four taxicabs with cigarette advertising were seen in more affluent areas (one every 1.60 minutes) compared with 33 taxicabs in less affluent areas (one every 1.82 minutes).

As table 3 shows, less affluent areas had greater proportions of taxicabs with cigarette advertisements than more affluent areas (odds ratio (OR) = 2.08, 95% CI = 1.18-3.68). Kool and Newport, brands traditionally advertised to black consumers, also comprised a greater proportion of brands displayed on taxicabs in less affluent areas compared with more affluent areas (OR = 1.72; 95% CI = 0.70-4.21).

Table 2  Cigarette advertising on taxicabs in Boston, based on the type of location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Total number of cabs</th>
<th>Cabs with cigarette advertising n (%)</th>
<th>Number (%) of cabs among those with tobacco advertisements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More affluent*</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>94 (37.0)</td>
<td>51 (54.3) 10 (10.6) 8 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less affluent†</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33 (55.0)</td>
<td>18 (54.5) 7 (21.2) 3 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes Massachusetts General Hospital, Downtown Crossing, Back Bay, Boston University, and Star Market.
† Includes Madison High School and Franklin Square.

Discussion

This study provides preliminary evidence that taxicabs may be a significant source of exposure to cigarette advertising, with someone walking potentially exposed once every 99 s.

Taxicab prevalence is subject to variations by season, day of the week, and hours of the day. Furthermore, because our results are based on a convenience sample, they must be interpreted cautiously with regard to their generalisability. Still, more taxicabs would have been counted if the data had been collected during the morning or evening rush hours. All advertisements, including those for cigarettes, are also conveniently lit so as to be visible at night.

The frequency of exposure to cigarette advertising on taxicabs in Boston was very high, no matter where a person looked. About 40% (127 of 314) of all taxicabs seen in Boston carried a tobacco advertisement. In addition, standing taxi lines, which are seen throughout the city, are equivalent to small stationary cigarette billboards.

A notable finding of this study was the tendency for greater proportions of taxicabs to be carrying cigarette advertisements in less affluent locations. Despite the lower number of taxicabs in less affluent areas, the rates of exposure to cigarette advertisements via taxicabs were very similar (every 1.60 minutes in more affluent areas vs every 1.82 minutes in less affluent areas). In addition, this study suggests...
that brands such as Kool and Newport, used more heavily by black groups, may appear proportionally more often among advertisements in less affluent locations with greater black representation. These results provide some evidence for the claim that the tobacco industry specifically targets cigarette advertisements based on demographic information about different neighbourhoods in the same city. In fact, advertising on top of taxicabs is done when a taxicab owner leases the roof to a contracted advertising agency, which controls all advertisements. However, if an advertiser wanted to target certain parts of Boston, the advertising agencies know which taxicab companies tend to cover those areas, including areas of high and low affluence (personal communication with advertising agency manager, 30 October 1996).

The extent to which people actually notice and "read" cigarette advertisements on taxicabs was not assessed in our study, and is an area where research is needed. Those who use or experiment with tobacco might be expected to pay particular attention to cigarette advertisements on taxicabs. In 1993, 22.3% of adults in Boston were current cigarette smokers, while 17% of 12-17 year olds in Massachusetts reported having experimented with cigarettes. Those who do not use tobacco (potential users) may also be targets of advertising on taxicabs and in other media.

Regulations on tobacco advertising promulgated by the US Food and Drug Administration do not restrict advertisements on taxicabs. Cigarette advertising on taxicabs occurs in most other major metropolitan areas in the United States, although we are aware of no other observational data that have been published. The potential for a massive population exposure to cigarette advertising through taxicabs should be studied further in metropolitan areas across the country.
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Tobacco in history
HOW EMPLOYERS FEEL TOWARDS CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Here is an automobile company's attitude

NOTICE

"Cigarette smoking is acquiring a hold on a great many boys in our community . . . Since it is such a bad practice and is taking a hold upon so many people, we think it is a disgrace for a grown man to smoke cigarettes, because it is not only injurious to his health, but it is such a bad example to the boys. "Boys who smoke cigarettes we do not care to keep in our employ. In the future we will not hire anyone whom we known to be addicted to this habit. It is our desire to weed it entirely out of the factory just as soon as practicable. We will ask every-one in our factory, who sees the seriousness of this habit to use their influence in having it stamped out. "We have two objects in interesting ourselves to this matter: First, to help men and boys; second, we believe that men who do not smoke cigarettes or frequent the saloon can make better automobiles than those who do." —Henry Ford, 1916. In: The case against the little white slaver (reprinted by the Historical Society of Michigan in 1992)."